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Flake lorenz height

Very high build and thin Berlin accent Deadpan humor Keyboardist for the rock band Rammstein Has a young daughter named Annie. He suffered a bad attack from food poisoning while on tour, lost 10% of his body weight, but was still performed on stage! I wanted to be a doctor. I used to be a tool maker. He obtained his first piano from his parents at the
age of 15. He is called Flake because some Latin American friends used to call him Flaco, which means thin in Spanish, because of his thin look from a young age, and the name stuck. Sometimes called Doktor Lorenz. [commenting on the rainy and cold weather during the filming of haifisch's music video] I really like the rain. I was born in November, i.e. I'm
half amphibious. [Echo acceptance speech 2011] We want to thank you... [electricity supplier] Vattenfall, because without them it would be dark here. We'd love to sing with Helge Schneider, but we haven't asked him yet. They disapprove of religions that become rigid institutions. I also believe that religious fanaticism and missionary work are dangerous.
[2014] I miss the GDR even today. More than the bands of that era. I prefer to play in the US because the attitude to music is more relaxed. [in the United States] It is a sick and decadent country without culture. [What do you miss about the GDR?] It was nice not always to have to choose from so many different forms of a product. My life was more natural, for
example, I only had strawberries in summer. [When Till hits himself in the head with the microphone during Sehnsucht he uses artificial blood or is he really hurt?] The blood is real because Till beats himself in the same place every night. I don't get it, either. It can take a lot it seems. [How does your leisure time go by? Do you have hobbies?] Food, drink,
sleep.... [What did you look like when you were a teenager?] First I was a fan of long-haired blues. Then I became a kind of punk with colorful pants and western stuff that I got in return like Doc Marten and Shell-Parkas. I'd like to live somewhere in the ocean near the hills. I grew up in the Prenzlauer Berg area of Berlin. This is the district where I still live. And
when I go to our rehearsals, for example, I always go through my old-school building. [2009] I can't think of anything I wouldn't do for the band. I once lived in Fehrbelliner Straße 7. Now you fancy it: In the same house, there was Frau Fett (Mrs Fat) and Herr Fleischfresser [Mr Meateater]. I swear it's true. Astrid Fett in an apartment. Wolfgang Fleischfresser in
the other. I also have witnesses. When I joined my first band, I realised I couldn't play modern music. I still can't! I only joined when the band already existed. It took me about a year to decide whether I want to be part of Rammstein or not, I have [...] just appeared as a guest. [...] The schwerin band [Oliver Riedel, Till Lindemann, Richard had recruited
Schneider as a drummer. [...] Barely any kind of emotional relationship with Schneider. Scholle [Richard] Didn't get me right. Olli was scared, I thought it was a bit weird. I just liked Till. Paul, with whom he had lived for eight years, got nervous terribly. [...] I would have liked not to see him for a year. Even if the GDR survived, I would still have stayed with a
musician. The increased size of the world also brought the danger of being compared to all international acts. The bands that were in the east were the only ones there, and if you succeeded there, you were successful. I miss the simplicity. You walked into a bar, ordered a beer, and you got a beer!... I didn't ask you if you wanted to... with or without head, top
or bottom foam... It really gets on my nerves that they have all these options that I don't really want. German musician of the band Rammstein. Average guessing (25 votes)6ft 0.57in (184.3cm) Miiiiiiighty_ - said on 6/Oct/20LOL @ people pretending Till is below 5'11.. He's every bit of a solid 6-footer. 5'10 or even 5'9 :''D ... go trolls QM6'1QM said the
23/Jun/20Till - 183-184 cm (yep, sturdy body complexion makes it shorter). Oliver - 197 cm. Kruspe - 177-178 cm. Flake - 189-90cm. Paul - 172-173 cm. Doom - 185 cm. Sceptic said that on March 12/20Daysel in elevators would look like 5'11 man - taller than Till. Peter Stormare is a little taller than Till (Click here) and looks pretty like Arnold
Schwarzenegger: Click here Click here and Schwarzenegger is no more than 5'10 - in heels that looks just like Dennis Wolf: Click here click here while Dennis appears as 5'11 – Click here is not surprising, that Arnold looks about a couple inches taller than Tom Cruise – Click here Spock said the 11/Mar/20Till Lindemann 1.75 and Vin Diesel 5'8? Haha, what
are you talking about? So Flake is like 1.80 and Richard Kruspe 1.65? Come on, be realistic. You just take crazy assumptions like the evidence and take them to the extreme, Till is taller than Diesel even with his elevators. They're not that short. Sceptic said the 8/Mar/20For Jared Leto, who was compared to Till, even 5'8 can be generous barefoot. Read
evidence about Robert Downey Jr's height: I met RDJ at a Chicago restaurant years ago when I was filming U.S. Marshals. I went up to his table and got up to greet me! I was surprised by that, and how short it was. I'm 5'4 (1/8 less actually, if we're being technical) and had on low heels. He wasn't much taller than me. It reminded me of my father's height,
which is 5'6, I remembered – Click here. Robert is about 5'6! And Jared is only an inch taller: Click here Click here Click here Alice Cooper is also in 5'7 -5'8 range: I met Alice in 2004 and it seemed to be around 5'7 - 5'8 -ish or so while I'm 5'10 - 5'11 -ish. It's about 5'8 today. my friend is 5'7 on a good day and Alice barely had an inch on it in the photo she
shared with me – Click here. Till is only a couple inches taller best: 170-173 + 5 = 175-178 cm Vin Diesel without lifts is about 5.8 seconds two tests: Vin was standing in front of me in an elevator in the Beverly Hills in a hotel that didn't have its elevators on. I'm 6'3' and Vin didn't look more than 5'7'-5'8' max for me – Click here. I saw him in person here in
Manila and he was right in front while he was shaking and going through us. I'm 5'8 and only wore half an inch of footwear during this time so it's definitely about 5'8 to 5'9 without those thick boots – Click here Your character in The Fast &amp; Furious is exactly 5'8 – Click here is there any reason to downgrade the movie? In this photo Lindemann is only
marginally taller than Diesel - Click here Spock said on 6/Mar/2015, I think otherwise, sometimes it seems to be shorter because it has a big head, but it has the same height as Doom (high prety individual with model proportions), and you don't look far from Flake's height (definitely a tall guy) Click here to watch the video with Peter Stormare (188 cm) in the
1:20 minute, there's no way till is 10cm shorter than him (btw compare the size of his heads, and shoulder height, until you have odd proportions) Click here cami said the 21/February/20never comment here, but this guy doesn't look more than 6 feet. 5'11 at most, most likely around 178-179, especially as it has ed. It looks great because of its humongous
wide frame and hips, but I don't think it looks 6 and a half feet. Imposing and intimidating figure, however. berta said on 30/June/19i I don't think it measures less than 185. Skeptic said 30/Apr/19All are overestimated. For example, how tall is Jared Leto? He is not 5'9 as he listed. Chris, who met him, wrote: Jared Leto is really small. I met him once after a 30-
second show on Mars in the late 1990s, and he was at the same height as me (5'8). I think even 5'9 is generous. I would say it was a solid 5'8, but nothing else – Click here. Another photo with Jared and Till - Click here also Vera Brezhneva is fuzzy no more than 168 cm, about 165-168 cm by another estimate - Click here, which has the support of a witness: I
recently confronted Vera Brezhneva, we were both in sneakers. My height is 170 cm precise, and she was a little shorter than me, about 165-167 cm - Click here 'Annonymous' said on 28/Apr/19Well, I could have made a mistake, but till images alongside Vin Diesel, Jared Leto, Alice Cooper and Simone Simons are real, just like the film in which Till met
Marilyn Manson. I saw that one of Till's photos next to Alice Cooper disappeared, so I'll post again: Click here it's true that Till, even with poor posture, looks a few inches taller than Alice Cooper, though Cooper might have lost a high today. Until I met Fred Durst in 2014: Click here I realized that Till generally has a bad posture. In 2017, Until You Met Chester
Bennington a few months before Chester's death: Click here: Click here I think 5'9.75 would be better for Chester Chester the autopsy that says 5'9 is simply stupid... But when it comes to its maximum height, I found this image with Till alongside Ice Cube, Jonathan Davis, Fred Durst and some other people from 1998: Click here and now we can look at your
footwear from this event: Click here click here ok with me, Till, when I was 30-40 years old, might look taller than today, so I think I might lose a little height today. Maximum height 6'0.75 and current height 6'0.25 would be a good option for him. Rob, could you give it now the maximum height and the current height? Sceptic said on 31/Mar/19 I have no doubt
that Till can be over 5'10. Look at another photo - Click here you can see, that Vera Brezhneva, who is said to be 170 cm, but actually no more than 167-168 cm - Click here, booted into flat sandals, should lean to be 10 cm shorter than Till in her boots. Look also at another photo with Alexander and Till – Click here thi said on 30/Mar/19 I guess at the peak it
could be 6'1 or even 6'2. Now I think it's barely 5'11 Spock said on 29/Mar/19Sceptic, these photos show nothing, he's further away from the camera and we can't see the shoes, so it's impossible to compare. Still, it looks a lot taller than Alexander. 5'9 would be like 10 centimeters below the burglary estimate, that's ridiculous. So Doom is like 1.75 and Paul
1.58? Check out that photo with Alice Cooper (5ft 9 1/2) even with poor posture Until she looks much taller than him. Be realistic. 'Annonymous' these photos with Manson and James are fake, look: Click here Click here skeptic said on March 25/19I'm crying with laughter! What 6'0.25 - 6'0.75?!!! It's even really 5'10'' at best, and to be honest it can be even
sooner 5'9 -5'9.5. In this photo straightens up to see 3 cm taller than alexander revva slightly inclined - Click here Aleksandr Revva is 175 cm max - Click here, but rather 173-174 cm. Look Revva with Timati, which is 169-170 cm - Click here until it is in 5'9 -5'10 range anyway. 'Annonymous' said on 21/Mar/19Thank you for updates Rob! Well, I could have
made a mistake about Jonathan Davis, but I don't think Till's photo next to Marilyn Manson was fake... Until he met James Hatfield in 2013: Click here and in 2017, until he met Simone Simons, here are the images of Till and Simone next to each other: Click here I managed to find a short video of 2016 when Till met Marilyn Manson, but Manson is on a
higher surface than Till in this video: Click here until 2017 he also met Alice Cooper: Click here if we take a look at the first image, it looks like Cooper had shoes thicker than Till and we can see that Till had a worse posture than Cooper. Rob, I'll ask you again: It's maximum 6'0.75 and current height 6'0.25 possible for Till? I hope you answer my question.
Publisher RobThe 0.75 remains a possibility, there are plenty of ads that could be rated the same. Perhaps the figure that is currently the lowest that would go for a Spock said on 20/Mar/19'Annonymous'I agree with the update, but this is James Shaffer, not Jonathan Davis, and this photo with Marilyn Manson is fake, someone added head Till to a random
guy, this is the original: Click here Skeptical 5'10''? there is no way, posture is very important, we can not see your feet in this photo, Until it can be easy 10 cm taller than Leto. 'Annonymous' said on March 18/19Hi Rob! I think it's time for updates for Till. Please add it to the category of rock singers and add a photo of it, propose this image: Click here today,
Till is 56 years old, I think it's time for maximum height and current height. You can see Till's photos alongside Vin Diesel from 2002: Click here Click here, unfortunately his shoes are not visible, but I wouldn't be surprised if Vin had shoes thicker than Till. I think the maximum height of 6'0.75 and the current height of 6'0.25 would be good for Till, because he
used to look close to 6'1 and in recent years may seem a little shorter, although in 2012 he seemed taller than Jonathan Davis: Click here to remember, however, that Davis often has a loose posture. Until you met Jared Leto in 2014, here are his photos: Click here Click here I think Leto in 176 cm range would be closer to the truth than a 5'9 floor. You can
also see Till's photo alongside Marilyn Manson in 2018: Click here Rob, please give up the updates and the maximum height and current height. Skeptic said on 23/Feb/19Si all of you are so naive... Until it's high ... Absolutely, he's 5'10'' max - Click here Gracian said on 6/May/18Rob, I think it's time to update Till's site. Please, Rob, add a photo to Till, and I'd
like you to add Till to the rock singer category. Today, when Till is 55, I think he might have lost a bit of height. Rob, is the maximum height 6'0.75 and the current height 6'0.25 possible for Till? berta said on 19/May/17Son of David's former neighbour, perhaps that's why the boys who saw him now thought he was 190cm. Perhaps he likes elevator shoes
sometimes Son of David's former neighbour said on 12/Apr/17I had a good look at Till when they arrived in England on the Mutter tour years ago. He was easily 6-foot-3 in boots. These were massive military boots that easily gave 2 or 2.5 inches of lifts. 6 feet 1 or 6 feet would be my barefoot guess. Finn said on 25/Mar/17Spock said on 19/Oct/13 Rob, since
Till is 50, do you think he has lost a bit of height? For this age probably not. I think people are starting to lose height around the age of 60. My guess for Lindemann 6ft (183cm) or slightly taller. Lindermann looks a little taller. I'd rather say strong 6'0.5 but 6'0.75 after night break could be accurate. Rob send your estimate height to Amorphis vocalist T.
Joutsen? Anytime soon, thank you. berta said on 13/Oct/16Alo Till was drinking very heavy that they had to take him out of the club :p berta said on 13/Oct/16hmm and this guy is probably slightly taller and I also wonder if he knows he's wearing elevators? my brother works as a security gard and his co-workers is about 187 cm. Once when I was working at a
stockholm club rammstein members were there and said according to my broter that until Lindermann was about 190 mybe taller and another man was 200 m. I don't think it's 190cm tall. But the man is 187 years old and I found him my brother is 191 years old and thought Til and my brother were the same height. So my guess is that he's wearing elevators.
Because it's rare for a 187-year-old to think a 184-year-old is over 190. Müller said the 24/Jan/16He is clearly higher than most boys. Definitely more than 6 feet (sometimes you can give an impression of 6'2''+). Nor does he always wear big boots and rarely stands up. Rammstein said the 14/Nov/15i think until Lindemann is no taller than 180 cm. he always
wears big boots. And his huge muscle body makes him look tall. hard dye ! said on 19/May/15Kruspe seems taller than 5'9, but I hope its height is at the 5'9 mark, coz this is how high I am haha. mike said on 6/May/15Si any necessary comment? Click here So said on 22/Apr/15R+, this is not a good photo to compare as they are walking on the sand. I think
there is more difference between Richard and Paul, not just a cm, I think Paul is less than 172 ... and definitely Flake and Doom are not the same height. R+ said on 21/Apr/15A below you can clearly see who Lowe is or greater than up: Click here. I think - Up to 184 Doom 185 Flake 185 Oliver 190 Richard 173 Paul 172 Mathew said the 22/Mar/15Till is
slightly higher than Doom, actually. Not the other way around. So did they say 10/Mar/15Sone, Richard 1.81 and Paul 1.75? I don't think so, and Doom is not 3cm taller than Till, they are about the same height. Up to 1.85 Doom 1.86 Richard 1.76 Paul 1.70 Flake 1.88 Oliver 1.94 Mathew said on 3/Mar/15So says on 5/Feb/15 So, any news on this page?
Where does this passport come from? --- still wonder if it was real. sone said on 20/Feb/15Till 1.84 Doom 1.87 Richard 1.81 Paul 1.75 Flake 1.91 Oliver 1.96 So said on 5/Feb/15So, any news on this page? Where does this passport come from? Feuermann said the 20/Jul/14Richard is 173cm, no doubt. I think Till is 181-182 tall. It's too sturdy and has a
different complexion for a man of 186cm. rammcore said on 15/Jul/14maybe 1.80/1.90 meters, with 80/90 kg almost weight He didn't say the 12/Jul/14Ray, 173 is simply impossible, since he's a big guy who is at least 10cm more than that. Perhaps Richard is close to 173 (175 sounds about the right for him), but Till is clearly adove 6ft. Moerliz said on
6/Jul/14ray: 173cm? Are you sure some girls were talking about their whole body? I know the height Lindemann's is controversial and I know it's not 6'4 as some people claim, but there's no doubt to me that he's above the 6feet mark. A tall guy after all. ray said the 23/Jun/146.05 ft is impossible for I used to ask some girls, who saw him in the real thing. I was
told it's 173cm tall. bringer said on May 22/May/14 look 2:12 when Till walks near Richard. Both have high boots and are standing on a flat floor. See also another image of Tacoma Dome by Keine Lust. Different camera angles and the same - Richard is now 6.05 feet man. Mathew said on January 28/ 1499 says the 6/January/14 Click here , Click here to
look too. I think the photo of his passport is fake. He doesn't have blue eyes, but --- Hmm wonders. It could be fake. I don't know enough about German passports. J said the 9/Jan/14Lindemann only looks smaller than it really is because of its exceptionally massive Easter Island statue of a boss. It makes the rest of your body disproportionate. anonymous
said on 6/January/14Click Here, click here, click here to look too. I think the photo of his passport is fake. He has no blue eyes, but anonymous grün said on 6/January/14Click Here look here. I chose this photo because there is flat floor (maybe some bad camera angle). If Till is 184 cm, kruspe should be 173-174. Mathew said on 23/Nov/13RZK says the
21/Nov/13 Rob could find richard Zven Kruspe's height? Some peaople say he is over 180 years old, but it seems to be about 175 when he stands next to Till Lindemann. What is your actual height? --- If Till is 184 cm Richard must be about 174 cm, perhaps 175 cm. By no way is he 180 years old. RZK said on 21/Nov/13Rob could you find Richard Zven
Kruspe's height? Some peaople say he is over 180 years old, but it seems to be about 175 when he stands next to Till Lindemann. What is your actual height? Mathew said the 4/Nov/13Is quite satisfying that his height has been discovered so to put it this way, something that will most likely never happen with many of the main stars of this site. I still think Till
normally looks a strong 6'1, but it has to be the big boots he wears. feuerrader said on 27/Oct/13 I think he is now 182 years old at this age. You could also write misinformation about your height. When you are trying to get a passport no one will check your height. I know, because I live in Deutschland and I've written on my passport 4cm more than I actually
:) Spock said on 19/Oct/13Rob, since Till is 50, do you think he's lost a bit of height? [Editor Rob: hard to say with him, a small amount is likely, but saying it's harder. ] Mathew said the 4/Sep/13moerlitz says on 28/August/13 When I saw Lindemann and Schneider in Dortmund both seemed to be my height (I'm around 6ft 2). --- maybe it was his boots adding
slightly to his height? They usually wear boots when they act. I believe you, and to be honest I always thought until it often seemed a good 186 cm. himself at 184 cm on his passport. Unless this passport photo was a forgery, I think it's safe to assume it's his height, he seems an honest guy. moerlitz said on 28/August/13When I saw Lindemann and
Schneider in both seemed to be my height (I'm around 6ft 2). Dalai Lama said on August 10/August/13Lady_Yes says the 25/May/13 hello there, it's 1.84cm :) I mean I met him, and we talked, I even asked him about the height of hello.. so yes ; P which is the highest 1.84cm I ever saw Mathew said on 8/August/13Elis says on 8/August/13 Strange that this
story was obviously true... Who would have thought ... --- know all right? I wouldn't have assumed that, but now I'm sure it was actually true. Elis said the 8/August/13Lady_Yes says the 25/May/13 hello there, it's 1.84cm :) I mean I met him, and we talked, I even asked him about the height of hello.. so yes ; P Strange that this story was obviously true... Who
would have thought... Mathew said on 6/Aug/13Click Here video interview from Till with Doom. I say it is: Ollie - 6'5 Flake - 6'2.25 Till - 6'0.5 Doom - 6'0 Richard - 5'8.75 Paul - 5'6.5 Elis said on 5/August/13Thanks, Mystery Solved! The search for images was a nightmare and every new found made it even more confusing. 184 guys are the hardest for me.
They can look 190 in a good image, with big boots, which may seem average (for German standarts at least) too. Spock said the 5/August/13Ok, great find Mathew, makes sense. I think Doom is the same height as Till, at least... So, now I say: Up to 1.84 Doom 1.84 Richard 1.74 Paul 1.68 Flake 1.88 Oliver 1.95 Mathew said on 5/August/13So if it's 6'0.5
barefoot, I guess it really is the boots that can give you the 6'1 - 6'2 print range. Doom doesn't have to be more than 6-0. Mathew said on 5/Aug/13Mystery solved says the 4/August/13 You guys don't believe me? Here you are: Click here --- good find. I always said Till was a minimum of 184 cm, and I guess that was the least I thought. So if Till is 184 cm, I
think it makes Flake 188 - 189 cm, Ollie 195 - 196 cm, Schnieder 182 - 183 cm, Richard 174 cm, and Paul 167 - 168 cm. Mystery solved said the 4/August/13S guys don't believe me? Here's: Click here good photo said the 2/August/13Click Here if Kruspe is 175-6 cm, then Till looks like 180-182 cm, he also has his big boots. Pic said 2/August/13 or it didn't
happen. I didn't see copies of his passport, give a link. Spock said on 1/August/13 Mystery solved, where is this photo? no one saved him... on the Internet?... hmmm Mystery solved said 29/Jul/13Till Lindemann is 184 cm. And I know this because I saw a copy of his passport, which floated online a few weeks ago, and there he was: 184 cm, nothing less.
Jack said the 23/Jul/13strong 6'1 is credible. You can look 190-ish in your boots. Mathew said on 17/Jul/13Adam - imo some of the images on his link are worse than the ones I put on. As you said, they're not even on the level playing field in the photo at the bottom right. simon said on 6/Jul/13weak 6'1 imo Mathew said on 29/June/13Some of these lists that
people do are out. Doom is no higher than Till. Every now and then you look taller in the photos, but even higher: Click here click here, I think until in a fair and equal photo up a good inch in Doom. RAMMSTEIN1993 said on May 31/13Till ist no 6'2. Watch click here 2:36 with the lead singer of the offspring. This guy appears 6'2 and looks 2 inches taller than
Till. Until you're in dress shoes (about 1.1 inches), but the other guy is in boots (about 1.3 or 1.4) so Till could be 183 - 184. See here Click here and see Elizabeth S's comment on Till's height. She has a husband of 6'6 and met Till and loved her 6'1 TOP. Until it looks robust because it's so muscular. The thicker things seem shorter. Even if Till is 183 or 184 is
still over 200 pounds, yes. 215 or 220 pounds most of the time. Dude said on May 27/13Lady_Yes, really? Did you talk to Till and he said 1.84? Do you have a photo or something? Putte said that on May 26/13Till has a strange complexion, usually when people go above 185cm they start to get a little slimmer, while Till looks above average while having
someone's stock below average. As for barefoot height, remember: Heels together and head up I'm 176 cm, but as I walk with a normal posture most people would guess I'm just over 170. Same with Till, not 6'4, but he's nowhere under 185/6'1. My guess is 6'2/187-188, 6'4/193 with these bigass boots. In addition, having spoken to a 192 cm set designer, he
claimed that Till was exactly his height and more than 200 pounds, 2012. It's not its heaviest, but still great. Lady_Yes said on May 25/13am there is 1.84cm of :) I mean I met him, and we talked, I even asked him about the height of hello.. so yes ; P Dude said on 19/Apr/13FS, Click here Lindemann by all ways looks 8 or 10 cm taller than Kruspe, I say: Up:
1.82/1.87 (I say 1.85) Richard: 1.73/1.77 (I say 1.75) Paul: 1.67/1.72 (Dyke 1.70) Flake: 1.87/1.93 (Dyke 1.90) Doom: 1.82/1.87 (I say 1.85) Oliver: 1.95/2.0 (I say 1.96) FS said on 17/Apr/13Till: 1.80/1.83 Richard: 1.75/1.77 Paul: 1.80 70/1.72 Flake: 1.88/1.90 Doom: 1.82/1.85 Oliver: 1.95/1.97 Based on the people who know them. R.V.J. said the 20/Mar/13A
looks like the height listed in my opinion. He has a huge head that makes him look shorter sometimes. I'm 6'1 too but my head is 1/8 my full height I realized is the reason why people think I'm 6'3 or 6'4 even. TK2005 said on 24/Feb/13I I met them all in person last May. In order of higher to shorter: Ollie, Flake, Till, Richard and Paul. I know Schneider is taller
than Richard, but I didn't see him being next to Till, so I can't confirm who's taller there. Until it stood about my height of 5'7 and I had a good inch or two about my 6-foot-tall boy friend. He was in disguise at the time, so he was wearing military boots. I would say that these give you at least one of additional height. Trent said on 28/Jan/13 My best guess is 1.8
inches between Till and Axel. Click here on this photo there I've lined up with other photos so I can see where their skull lines would start. I cut a little from the middle of Till's eye to just above the brow. Normally this is about 1 inch in a man; however, Till is taller than the average man, so that inches is a good estimate. 1 and a half of these fills the void, so an
estimated 1.8 inches between them. The footwear is unknown, but we know that i even always wear military-style boots, so I'm doing my best guess and saying I had ~ 1.5 inches of footwear and I'll assume that Axel had a typical 1 inch. So if we see Axel it's about 6'2.6, the total difference between him and Till, by my best estimate, is about 2.3 inches,
making up to 6' and some change. Yes, I can't be absolutely sure of that, but in my opinion it's the best guess we have. His guesses seem to be mine, but more or less 1 inch. One person I'm still not sure of is Doom. It always looks very similar to Till, but sometimes it can appear only a little taller, sometimes just a shorter hair. Best guess I would say
anywhere from a strong 6 feet to a weak 6'1. Mathew said on January 27/13@Trent: I definitely see more of 3 - 4 cm between Till and Axel than a full 2. If we give Axel 190 cm I think until you see 186 - 187 cm. However, as you declared the footer work is unknown. I agree with his estimates of the height difference between Till and Flake. I think 1.25 - 1.5 is
the place. I'd lean towards 1.5. And estimating the 3.25 difference between Flake and Ollie looks very accurate too, give or take a little. So I turn around if Till is 186 cm, I have Flake at 190 cm, Ollie 198 cm, Doom 184 cm, Richard 176 cm, and Paul 171 cm. And those are the heights I think they are. Now, if Till is 184 cm, hit 2cm of all these guys and falls into
place, which is the shortest I think they could be (but I would certainly still say it possible). Trent said on 26/January/13The whole band is surprisingly overtaken by fangirls. All over the Internet you have Till at 6'3 or 6'4 and Ollie at heights like 6'8! Until with boxer Axel Shulz: who I think is around 6'2.5 watching him with the Klitschko brothers. See the photo
here: Click here the difference looks ~2 inches for me. That said, Up * in general * is in boots, so I'll guess there's more like 2.25 - 2.5 inches among these men. Axel is billed at 6'3, but I think this is a rounded measure or possibly earlier in the day. See him with the Klitscho brothers. I have seen them listed in 6'6 and 6'7 respectively, 6'7 and 6'8 respectively,
along with 6'6.5 and 6'7.5 respectively. So I think it's fair to give them these latest ads and assume they play roundly sometimes. Click here on this photo is best to compare Axel to the shortest of the two brothers at 6'6.5. Axel doesn't even get to his eyebrow spikes, so in a guy with a head presumably bigger than average at 6'6'5, we're seeing a good 4
inches difference I think. That said, the ground leans slightly to Axel's disadvantage, so I think it's fairer to say there's 3.75 - 4 between them. This makes Axel 6'2.5 - 6'2.75 range. So since it's about 2.25 - 2.5 inches taller than Till, as I said, I think Till is about 6'0.25 actually. Until you see about 1.25 - 1.5 inches shorter than Flake: Click here so I'll put Flake in
range 6'1.5 - 6'1.75. Flake, I would say, is about 3.25 inches under Ollie, so he would put Ollie around 6'4.75 - 6.5. Trent said the 12/Jan/13Es looks like 6'1 with 6'3 boxer Axel Schulz. imgur.com/wNz25'm pretty sure Axel is actually a weak 6'3 looking at him with the Klitschko brothers. So until you see about 2 inches shorter... could be 6'0.5. But then we can't
see footwear. Until you have a tendency to wear boots, but you can often be in flat shoes chatting style. I am following my strong estimate of 6' so far. Mathew said the 8/Jan/13Is very difficult to fix at any height. I think the 186 cm list is a very good guess. I'd be surprised if I was under 6'0. Also, I would be surprised if the 192 cm listed around the net were
accurate too. I have a 6'1 -ish impression on Chad Smith's photo, 6'2 sure in Biedermann's photo, and 6'0 -ish in Vin Deisel's photos, but I don't really trust these. The only photo of Dave Grohl I've seen the two looked even, but the photo was at a terrible angle. Until the day he gives a date in his height himself, I think it will remain a bit of a mystery. I think the
186cm list suits you perfectly, but there's not really as much evidence to base your height on. Trent said on 7/Jan/13 She responds, but he's soft-spoken and there's someone screaming about him, so I couldn't say either. I would estimate 215 pounds or so today. Back in the Volkerball era it could have been 240ish. I incline towards him being 184cm range,
because of the people I've seen him with having been more likely to have their own exaggerated heights rather than downgraded; but he's still a tough guy to be sure of. Spock said on 6/Jan/13 I agree trent, a big fog. Once Elis posted this video: Click here This guy ask how much weights?, can anyone hear the answer? Elis said on 6/Jan/13O.k., I just found
the original, lol: Click here Sorry again, I didn't see it. Elis said on 6/Jan/13Sorry if it's a fake, it's from this page, the other photos out there are fine. Click here I had some kind of bad feeling, too, when I saw it, I can't really tell if it's fake or not. Mathew said on January 6/13@Elis, Interesting photo with Hetfield. Spock said on 5/Jan/13That one with James
Hetfield is fake, check the contours and background, but they are the same size. Trent said 5/Jan/13Th is not the best photo to judge height, but at least you can see they would be similar. I'm still not sure about Till. We really have evidence that it could be anywhere from like 5'11 - 6'2. He looks 5'11 - 6 alongside Chad Smith and Vin Diesel. Then it looks like
6'1.5 with Hetfield. Look 6' with Dave Grohl. Looked 6'1 with a boxer 6'3. It looks 6'1 with Biedermann. But then he says a 6-year-old swimmer was taller than himself. People who have known him seem to have seen him all the way from 5'11 - 6'4 and his online height lists are all over the place. This guy is a Elis said James Hetfield's 3/Jan/13Next Click Here
Trent said 5/December/12186 is a reasonable estimate. It's hard because rock stars don't think about how actors do it on the red carpet, and their footwear is all over the place. Your height claims and descriptions are less likely to be accurate too because height is not important as it is in performance. The funny thing is that the difference between Till and
Chad Smith (listed at 6'3) is greater than between him and this biedermann type. Maybe he's not a 6'4 lawmaker? I'm still inclined towards 184, but 186 is a respectable estimate. Mathew said the 4/Dec/12This is next to Paul Biedermann (6'4) Click here I would be surprised if a 6-0 guy looked so tall next to 6'4. You can look 183 - 184 cm in photos, certainly
about it, although you can also occasionally go for 190 cm in photos too. The photo of Vin Diesel, I never trust her at all because it is Vin and brings some of the most dodgiest work. The only picture of Till I've seen with Dave Grohl was at a useless angle, but there might be another one that's out there that I've never stumbled upon. If Till is 186 cm (which I
think is fair to give him if you have alongside Chad Smith, Munky, Claude Oliver Rudolph, and Paul Biedermann) he would give Flake 190 cm, Doom 184 cm, Richard 176 cm, Paul 171 cm, and Ollie 198 cm. Trent said the 4/December/12, of course, I still think it might be a little over 6 feet, and some have even argued a little underneath. I see more chance of
6'1 than something like 5'11 though. So don't take these estimates as my last for the whole band. That's only if I took Till as 6 feet. My best guess is that it's a fraction of more than 6 feet. So I would put all estimates below some fraction. Trent said on 4/December/12Yeah, this photo is very good. The ground is always so slightly convex though, and Doom's
head is slightly tilted downwards. They seem to all be in some kind of boots too, so the footwear is more or less a given. Up to about 6', I think. He and Vin Diesel, Chad Smith and Dave Grohl are good examples of why I think so. If we take it as 6', then based on this photo Click here I calculate all the band members: Flake: Strong 6'2 Richard: Weak 5'9 Paul:
Weak 5'6 Doom: Like Till, Around 6' even Ollie: Strong 6'5 Mathew said on 3/Dec/12The photo Spock posted was fair enough for the comaprison: Click here is another band: Click here I always believed till is taller than Doom, Doom there are pictures of any of them being taller than the other, but Till's are more compelling: Click here Click here Spock said the
26/Nov/12Till always looks great, it's clearly around 1.85. He's burly and with a big head, which is why some people don't think he's tall, but it's rare to see people older than him. say, you have to be at least 1.85 not to look short next to Flake (which is around 1.90): Click here Rob, what do you think about the other Rammstein members? Here's a good photo
to compare: Click here Trent said the 23/Nov/12 I don't know. He Himself a little shorter than Chad Smith. It looked very similar in height to Dave Grohl and Vin Diesel (though as I said Vin was you could say in big lifts). He also seemed to be kind of puffing himself to appear taller alongside Till, and I saw people comment on it on a Rammstein fan site. Vin is
honestly quite pathetic with his height complex. But anyway I would go more for 6' - 6'1 than 6'1 - 6'2. Its weight is hard to really pin down, because it seems to change quite a lot. It is always muscular, but sometimes it has had a hanging intestine and fallen chest, and has sometimes had veins appearing and abdominals defined. In fact, I saw an article where
he said that every time he goes on tour he swims for hours every day to lose a lot of weight to prepare, and said he lost 25kg going up on the tour. I think it's normal for ex-athletes to struggle with weight, because they get used to taking in that massive amount of calories, but they don't burn them anymore. But I guess it could also be that he wins on purpose
to help build muscle and then cuts. Mathew said on 21/Nov/12Trent says 1/Nov/12 I think it's 6' - 6'0.5. He looked a little taller than Vin Diesel, although Vin, of course, had his stuffing shoes dodged. Until you've never really had that 6'3 or 6'4 frame. It's too robust to be so tall. I wonder if she actually claimed to be so tall or if some fangirls just pulled out of thin
air and gone around the internet ever since. If you see him in interviews he's a pretty quiet and humble guy. I don't think he's the bloated guy who would lie about his height. So I'm thinking some fangirls did. As for the 100kg thing, it could have been a few years ago, but now it's thinner. I guess 90 or so now. --- I agree with the theory that girls fangirls formed
by 6'3 - 6'4. I've never seen him claim a height. I think it's more 6'1 - 6'2 rank than 6'0 though, alongside Munky and Claude Oliver Rudolph certainly looked more 6'1 - 6'2. 186 cm is a good list. As for his weight, I'm not sure what it would be, but he's a pretty muscular guy. I used to be a competitive swimmer. Trent said on 1/Nov/12 I think it's 6' - 6'0.5. He
looked a little taller than Vin Diesel, although Vin, of course, had his stuffing shoes dodged. Until you've never really had that 6'3 or 6'4 frame. It's too robust to be so tall. I wonder if she actually claimed to be so tall or if some fangirls just pulled out of thin air and gone around the internet ever since. If you see him in interviews he's a pretty quiet and humble
guy. I don't think he's the bloated guy who would lie about his height. So I'm thinking some fangirls did. As for the 100kg thing, it could have been a few years ago, but now it's thinner. I guess 90 or so now. Im no Spock said on 13/Oct/12 how do you know that the weight of the Box is 100 kg? But hey, now I say: Up: 1.84 Doom: 1.85 Richard: 1.75 Paul: 1.70
Flake: 1.90 Oliver: 1.98 1.98 said the 11/Oct/12Schneider with the German handball player Stefan Kretzschmar who has 190 cm (of course 190 often knocks down a little): Click here. The official height of this type: Click here, especially when they started Until often seemed smaller than Schneider. Here's how I remember it: Click here. They're probably
somewhere 'round 185 cm, but with an additional footwear factor that makes it dark. I mean, look how hard they are. Until it reaches almost Flake's height and looks 190 cm, it often looks like this: Click here. But just two seconds later, embrace it. is the same event. Not even as tall as Schneider more and towered by Flake: Click here. Mathew said the
9/Oct/12moerlitz says 9/Oct/12 Of course, my guesses might not match reality 100% but as I've said some of the tees heights I know (Schneider is almost exactly my height) so none of them can be far from the truth. --- Till is a little taller than Schneider. I can buy both being about 6'2 give or take. But if Schneider is a full 6'2 that Till is probably at least 6'2.5.
simplemaths said on 10/Oct/12i flips to find out why i said it's 6'3.... at first it was like you guys, trying to figure it out against other heights of celebs etc.... then i realized, it can be nothing more than about 6ft.... What? because it's only 100kg that's my weight, 220......my a cousin is a strong 6'3 and 200 pounds on and skinny like a rake..... Until you have an
older version of my own build, and im almost 6ft.... if you look at its construction, its not the construction of a man 6'3 ...... nor 6'2 actually have another very good friend of just over 6'1 and it's 100kg or 220 lbs too, and it looks much taller and longer in your bones and structure. stocky looks at changes once it's over 6ft... i would pretty much guarantee that it's
6ft exactly...... Sources: former semi-pro body builder, worked in a gym, lots of BB colleagues, endless physical planning, and so on. moerlitz said on 9/Oct/12Th of course my guesses might certainly not match reality 100% but as I have said some of the theesque heights I know (Schneider is almost exactly my height) so none of them can be far from the
truth. Az said on 25/Sep/12moerlitz, Kruspe 5'11'' and Paul 5'9''? I don't think so. Paul is short and Richard is not that far away. Maybe kruspe is around 5'9''. And Till's height is kind of foggy. Moerlitz said on 19/Sep/12After comparing him to a lot of other people (heights of whoes I know) I would say that a height around 6'2'' ft. seems more likely for
Lindemann. The other members of the band (I guess): Kruspe: 5'11'' Landers: 5'9'' Schneider: 6'2'' Riedel: 6'7'' Lorenz: 6'4'' Az said on 4/Aug/12So, If Till is 1.86 say: Richard: 1.75 Paul: 1.69 Doom: 1.87 1.98 Flake: 1.90 Mathew said on 29/Jul/12Elis says the 7/Feb/12 It's higher than the 6-1 Eric list of the Deathstars: yes it looks higher. It looks like it's 1.25
higher if you had to put a number on it. Elis said the 7/February/12Is taller than the 6-1 that eric listed from the death stars: Click on Annonymus said on January 30/12@Mathew He looks more than 6'0'' because of these big heeled boots he usually wears. With them it could be around 6'2'' but without them it looks around 6'0''. Mathew said on
24/January/12Jack says the 7/January/12 Click here clearly shorter than 6'3 Chad Smith here... It's clearly more than 6'0 though. Look at 6'1.5 - 6'1.75 there. Jack said the 7/January/12Click Here clearly shorter than 6'3 Chad Smith here... Carnegie said on Dec 29/11 is it possible for Richard to get the 5ft11 with his boots?? Mathew said on
28/Dec/11Supposedly that he claims 6'3: Click here hard to fix this guy because he has rarely imagined him with anyone outside his known height band. It could be 186 cm, it could be 190. It is taller than Korn's Munky for at least 2. brolly said the 9/Dec/11Click Here 1:25 and if the box is a solid 183 then we have richard 177/175 paul 173/17 Oliver 1 95/197
flake 190/189 doom 182/186 im unsure sometimes looks tall as even and sometimes looks taller or rick shorter said the 14/Nov/116 barefoot 6ft1 normal shoes with 6ft1.5 boots may also be a weak 6ft 2, but never more than 6ft2 bane said on 26/Oct/116ft with shoes out with hes boots that should be 6ft1 6ft 2 no more Mathew said on 20/Oct/11 maybe 2.5
higher than Korn's Munky, as always high Is Munky. I always thought Munky was a strong 5'11, which would put Till in the strong 6'1 to weak 6'2 range. Although some fan estimates have Munky as a weak 6'1, that would put Till closer to the 6'3 mark. MR T said the 18/Oct/11LINDEMANN is a weak 185 with footer and barefoot work that should be between
180 and 182 I think until most of the day it can be a weak 6ft1 Dat said on 10/Oct/11They side of the ranges are a bit implausible based on these photos: Landers 169 - 17 3 Kruspe 174 - 178 Schneider 183 - 187 Lindemann 186 - 190 Lorenz 189 - 193 Riedel 197 - 201 Dat said the 8/Oct/11Sen some of these images if you don't believe it, but Lindemann is at
least 15 cm taller than Landers, At least 10 cm taller than Kruspe, At least 1 in. Taller than Schneider: Click here Dat said the 5/Oct/11Landers looks 15 cm shorter at least than Lindemann on MTV Award show pictures. At 1.83 Till = 1.68 Landers, Krupse 173, Shneider 181, Lorenz 188 - 199, Riedel 195. Adding 3 cm is accurate imo. Roman said
4/Oct/11Paul is not so much lower than Till. If Paul 171, a maximum of 183-184 cm Until Dat said the 29/Sep/11Thest to highest goes: Landers is 171, Krupse 176, Schneider 184, Lindemann 186, Lorenz 191, Riedel 198. Greg said on 27/Sep/11Acually this is what I would think would be more reasonable I would say Ollie is a good 6'5-6'7 hard to say since
the band members, especially until the flake wear platform boots would give him a good 6'4ish hard range to say since it's very skinny Doom would say 6'2-6'3 inch or half an inch taller then up to 6ft + probably 6'1 maybe 6'1/2 not quite 6'2 if anything with platform boots, Paul Landers 5'8-5'9 and Richard Richard would be definably 5'11. Carnegie said on
14/Sep/11ohhh!!! I always thought that until, the conviction, and Richard were more than 6ft1, but Imm agreed until he's 6ft 6in with 6ft2 boots Anna said in 3/Sep/11A photo of Lindemann with Dave Grohl (listed as 6'), Josh Homme (6'4) and System of A Down. It looks exactly 6 feet. Click here Roman said on 29/August/11 Of the German users of this site,
does anyone know what the growth of a Bernd Graf Unheilig band is? Ras said on 25/August/11Matthew in this image he posted of Till, Paul and Doom Till looks easily 15cm taller than Paul, which would make him around 6'1.25-6'1.5. Until there is no mre that 6 feet that (IMO) would make Paul 5'6. Carnegie said the 24/Aug/11till is an impressive singer who
has a solid 6ft with boots that could be 6f2 Frankstein said on August 23/August/11 that the photo shows a difference of 1-2 inches, the other 1-2 is removed by the camera angle that is from bottom to top. Mathew said on 22/August/11Remember, which is well over 6' alongside swimmer Paul Biedermann who is a strong 6'4 himself: Click here Mathew said
on 14/August/11pause at 0:09, the only time when even the condemnation is standing at the same distance from the camera, and NO Till is no higher than Christoph. ---'m not convinced. Until it seemed visibly higher for me in that interview. I have no problem with Up to be 6'0.5 but Doom comes in at 6'0.0 max. Up, Doom, and Paul (which I've read to be 171
cm, which seems ok) Click here click here up, Doom, and Richard (which I've read to be 176 cm, which seems ok) Click here there are also some images where Doom may seem taller than Till. But overall Till looks taller than Doom. Roman said the 14/Aug/11jimbo says the 14/August/11 for sick oophagus members give dero 5ft11, flow 6ft1, shit 6ft3.5
Strange Dero with flow look almost the same height in the photo. Krap taller than Dero at 7 cm maximum. Frankstein va dir el 14/Ago/11Mathew diu el 13/Agost/11 Till és més alt que Doom: Feu clic aquí
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Raptor va dir el 14 /Aug/11till és només
un 6ft seu ****** per dir que alguns dels membres de Rammstein són més de 6ft2 que m'he trobat aquest floc de fins a 6ft3 6ft5 olli 6ft7 PAUL 5FT11 RICHARD 6FT2 DOOM 6FT3 ara dono o les seves veritables altures més a prop del truee paul 6FT11 RICHARD 6FT2 DOOM 6FT3 ara dono o les seves veritables altures més a prop del truee paul 6FT11
RICHARD 6FT2 DOOM 6FT3 ara dono o les seves veritables altures més a prop del truee paul 6FT11 RICHARD 6FT2 DOOM 6FT3 ara dono o les seves veritables altures més a prop del truee paul 6FT11 5ft7 rics 5ft9 fins a 6ft doom 6ft.5 flake 6ft2 olli 6ft5 jimbo va dir el says the 9/May/11 braun says that the 7/May/11 is 6.05ft by the way someone knows
the height of the singer dero goi of OOMPH!? and the height of the singer Der Graf of Unheilig? TILL IS A SOLID 6FT PAUL 5FT7 RICHARD 5FT9 OIL 6FT6 DOOM 6FT.5 FLAKE 6FT2.5 for sick oomph members give dero 5ft11, flow 6ft1, shit 6ft3.5 for the unheilig singer who looks like 6ft2.5 6ft3 Mathew said the 13/Aug/11Till is taller than Doom: Click here
until it looks a noticeably higher compared to Marcus Henderson than Nikki Sixx: Click here Ricky said on 7/August/11till 6ft 6ft 6ft.05 richard 5ft9 max 5ft10 always thought this guy was a solid 5ft 11 flake 6ft2 max 6ft2.5 oil:6ft5 max 6ft6 paul 5fr 7 max 5ft7.5 doom: 6ft.5 max 6ft1 Ras said on 25/Jul/11Forgot to mention that the 20cm gap is due to Olli's large
head/forehead. Ras said on 25/Jul/11Si, now that I think about it, I think a 20cm gap between Olli and this girl is possible, but no more than that, so it's not a complete 200 cm IMO. Ras said on 25/Jul/11In this roman photo posted: Click here Olli does not look 200 cm tall with this 5'10 girl , the top of her head is slightly above Olli's upper lip and about 1.5 cm
below the nose, she does not even appear to be standing (bending her left knee a little). I would go with 196 cm for this type 6'5.5 tops. Mathew said on 22/Jul/11For the record, you might as well imagine Olli/Flake/Doom 4cm shorter than this list as well. It's hard to say exactly. But this list could be pretty close. Until it is by no way 193 cm though. Mathew
said on 21/Jul/11According to this site goes: Click here Olli: 200 cm Flake: 193 cm Up: 193 cm Doom: 187 cm Richard: 176 cm Paul: 171 cm I have to say, Richard and Paul are pretty much right for me. Until it's somewhere between Doom and Flake. But overall this list is much better than some of the other things Olli says is 207, Flake 198, Doom 195, Paul
180 etc. draco said on 19/Jul/11bane says the 18/Jul/11 my conclusions are: olli: 6ft4 flake6ft2 doom:6ft1 up: 6ft richard:5ft9 paul: 5ft7 sounds good by the way someone knows heights of band singers like Eisbrecher and OOMPH!??? Mathew said on 19/Jul/11Based on the evidence I've seen so far - I really think they're in between: Olli: 6'5 - 6'6.5 Flake:



6'2.5 - 6'3.5 Up: 6'0.55 - 6'2 Doom: 6'0 - 6'1.25 Richard: 5'9 - 5'10 Paul: 5'7 - 5'8 Mathew said on 19/Jul/11Did someone to watch the interviews where it was just Till and Doom? Until it is clearly the highest of the two, not the other way around. If Till is only 6'0 Doom it is 5'11 range. bane va dir el 18/Jul/11my conclusions són: olli: 6ft4 flake6ft2 doom:6ft1 fins:
6ft richard:5ft9 paul: 5ft7 Ras va dir el 18/jul/11Basat en moltes imatges que he vist en aquesta pàgina, Crec que les seves altures són: Olli:196cm/6'5-6'5.25 Flake:: 190cm/6'2.75 Doom:184cm/6'0.5 Fins a: 183cm/6'0 Richard:175cm/5 5'9 Paul:170cm/5'7 Mathew va dir el 28/Juny/11kiril diu que el 26/Juny/11 mmay be till portava botes que sovint fa.
s'assembla a 6ft1.5 en aquesta foto , per a mi aquest tipus pot ser un sòlid 6ft crec que es veu a prop de la marca de 190 cm allà, si aquest conductor realment és la seva alçada llistada. kiril said the 26/Jun/11m may be until he wears boots he often does. here * * Click here * Frankstein said on 22/Jun/11@ vinnie, the video is interesting, but I'll push Richard
to 5'9 and condemn it to 6'0,5 6'0,5 said the 21/Jun/11Click Here check out until you look almost 6ft at 1:52 so I think they are up: 6ft paul:5ft7.5 richard:5ft8 doom: 6ft1 oil:6ft5.. 5 flakes like: 6ft2 at least in this video looked like Mathew said on 20/June/11Frankstein says the 17/Jun/11 Click here to stop pushing to heights that don't reach, 6 feet is maybe ok.
Until he looks as short there as Oliver seems tall. He compares himself well to Flake in this photo, he barely looks shorter, but he's at a funny angle so it's hard to tell what that means. What I'll say is that Oliver looks 6'7 there. Elis said the 20/June/11Till might be a little higher than Doom, but how high is Doom? I read 195 cm on the Internet, this is a little
optimistic ... Click here Doom seems to be an inch smaller than the 184 cm Ville Valo here. This would make up to about 6 feet again... Mathew said on 17/Jun/11FS5 says 17/Jun/11 Jim, keyboardist 6'7?? higher than the bassist?? The lead guitarist 6'3?? You're completely wrong brother!! The bassist, Oliver is the tallest, Flake, the keyboard type is high,
but not like Oliver and Richard, the guitarist is short in addition to all the members (not Paul), maybe 5'10 for Richard.. It could have meant doom, the drummer, which is actually shorter than Till. Olvier, the bassist is at least 6'5. The keyboardist is about 6'3, maybe 6'3.5 by no way is calling 6'7. Frankstein said the 17/Jun/11Click Here stops pushing to heights
that don't reach, 6 feet is maybe ok. Frankstein said on 17/Jun/11@Jim: are you kidding, walking or haven't even heard of Rammstein? FS5 said on 17/Jun/11Jim, keyboardist 6'7?? higher than the bassist?? The lead guitarist 6'3?? You're completely wrong brother!! The bassist, Oliver is the tallest, Flake, the keyboard type is high, but not like Oliver and
Richard, the guitarist is short in addition to all the members (not Paul), maybe 5'10 for Richard.. Mathew said on 16/June/11 I think Oliver is at least 6'5/196 cm. Until it's at least 6'0.5 min - although you can look only 6'0 sometimes, I still think the 6'1.25 list is just b/c you've looked at 6'200 and sometimes even 6'3. Jim said the 16/Jun/11Everyone in the band
is freakishly high, the bassist is 6'6, the keyboardist is almost 6'7, the lead guitarist is 6'3. Until it's shorter than they are, but they don't dwarf it, that height looks good. Frankstein said the 15/Jun/11Roman, guess olli at 196 seeds, 186 for until it's at his eye level, - at least 3 cm, he's definitely standing a little on his toe in this photo. 182-183 Roman said on
14/June/11Frankstein says the 6/June/11 Click here until lindemann, on his feet reaches the level of Olli's eyes ... definitely no more than 183 ... guess olli at 200cm - 10 eye level =190- at least 7 cms standing on your feet. Something doesn't seem like Till is in In all the photos where they are next to Till Oliver's eyes or eyebrows. Olliver of more than 2
meters. I saw him from the front row at a concert more than once and 193 - - Maximum. Dave said the 13/Jun/11Till always looks a bit tall. Elis said on 6/Jun/11Click Here... Up to 5-11 he listed the placebo battery. The image could be useless, I'm not sure if it's standing or sitting or whatever. I decided to send it anyway, it doesn't seem to be much more on
the internet right now... Frankstein said the 6/Jun/11Click Here until lindemann, on his feet reaches the level of Olli's eyes ... definitely no more than 183 ... guess olli at 200cm - 10 eye level =190- at least 7 cms standing on your feet. Noodles said the 1/June/11I I thought it was much higher than that. Somewhere around the 6'3 mark. I had heard that Olli was
6'6 or 6'7, but judging by Till's height here, I guess that's not the case. Mathew said 31/May/11Notice Till also appeared to be clearly taller than Doom. Mathew said on May 31/May/11Roman says on May 29/11 If Dave Grohl 6ft 0 in, Until then at least 6 feet 2in, maybe 6 feet 3 in. Even Jonathan Davis looked an inch shorter. If I could get video or even a fair
photo of Till and Jonathan Davis together it would be an excellent comparison. JD is about 187 –188 cm. Phil said on May 30/11He is 6 feet 1.25? I thought it was 6 foot 7 lol Roman said on 29/May/11z says the 20/May/11 here is Until being interviewed by a woman at the Revolver Golden Gods Awards Click here is the same woman interviewing other metal
singers, including Marilyn Manson, Alice cooper, etc Click here you can compare your height with other singers of this woman, so I think it's 6ft at least, what do you think? If Dave Grohl 6ft 0 in, Until then at least 6 feet 2 in, maybe 6 feet 3 in. Even Jonathan Davis looked an inch shorter. Mathew said the 21/May/11z says the 20/May/11 here it is until he is
interviewed by a woman at the Revolver Golden Gods Click here is the same woman interviewing other metal singers, including Marilyn Manson, Alice cooper, etc Click here you can compare her height with other singers of this woman, so I think it's 6ft at least, what do you think? The video is actually very interesting. Until he also seemed taller than
bandmate Doom. In addition, Till seemed clearly taller than the legit 6' Dave Grohl compared to the interviewer. Manson seemed taller than Till by comparison, but often wears huge platforms (much bigger than Till's boots) so who knows what that means. I think it's so listed. Klaus said on 20/May/11Cranberries: all sub-six feet believe 5'11 makes you tall.
That was fun!!! z said on May 20/11here's Till being interviewed by a woman at the Revolver Golden Gods Click here is the same woman interviewing other metal singers, including Marilyn Manson, Alice cooper, etc Click here you can compare her height with other singers of this so I think it's 6ft at least, what do you think? Frankstein said on May 19/116ft -
6'0.5 looks on the right Mathew said on May 18/11 If he was 5'11 he would never look 6'2-6'3 which he sometimes does. It just wouldn't happen. Frankstein said on May 18/11Meeter I 180-181. gogo said that 18 May/11180 is not very short. your average or above average for a Healthy Blueberry German man (6 feet 3.25 night, 17 years) said on May
17/11Meeter, you better be careful what you say in celebs; all sub-six feet believe that 5'11 makes you tall. Anyway, I think you're out for about an inch; I doubt I compared footwork and the like (tennis shoes have a lot of heels). I think Till is between 6'0 and 6'1; not high, but certainly above average about 2.5 inches and robustly built. Meeter said on May
17/11Hey! I met him until in person, I'm 180 years old and he was exactly the same height as me, but he muscled.. from afar it looks like 193 and looking at these images that looks like 193, but it's actually very short, the head of hes is quite big nad neck, this is the illusion trick FS5 said on 17/May/11 Ramstein members didn't turn into dwarfs in this video,
Cinderella transformed like a giant. In this image Olli and Till is seen 1,96/2,00 and 1,83/1,86 respectively.. Marcio said on May 16/11Th that the photo is from his video of him, they're dwarfs there, you can't take that for a base. Mathew said may 16/11Oliver is quite high, although I still think Till is listed. You can certainly look at six feet anything, but before
you let us get carried away remember: Up next to a 5'6 list Simone Simmons could go through 190 cm: Click here the whole band on the same account and here until suddenly it doesn't look so short, and it looks a little higher than Doom: Click here don't forget about him looking 6'2 alongside 6'4 swimmer Paul Biedermann: Click here you can look as high as
6'3 in one image and look 6' at the next. Take it for what you'll guess. Klaus said on May 15/11LOL! In the blueberry image, Till really looks small and very small! Roman said on May 15/11For American fans now they have a chance to know exactly their growth, because now they are an American tour. Especially for girls, since MeeT and greeting only invite
girls =)) Frankstein said on May 13/11Cranberries says the 12/May/11 Till is so, so, SOOO far from being 190. Click here looking at this image, until you see almost... Short. Now, I realize that Olli is in the 197-198 range, but still, this disparity seems to be around 5 inches. My impression of Till is that he is a bit in stature; I would say 6'1 is the highest it could
be. My guess would be 184-185cm (just over 6'0.5). Until you could also have a heel advantage in this image. ----------------- Yes, Olli definitely towers over Till, but Till is neither short nor medium so Olli should be like 198, give or take 1 cm, and up to 182/3 6ft ... 6.05 max Blueberries said the May 12/11Till is like this, so, SOOO far from being 190. Click here
looking at this image, until voice almost ... Short. Now, I realize that Olli is in the 197-198 range, but still, this disparity seems to be around 5 inches. My impression of Till is that he is a bit in stature; I would say 6'1 is the highest it could be. My guess guess be 184-185cm (just over 6'0.5). Until you could also have a heel advantage in this image. Mathew said
on 10/May/11I yes it says 9/May/11 Until it's definitely not 190 cm! Look at some photos of Rammstein, and even photos. Until it's not very high, it's great. I wolud say that its height is about 180-185 max. That's my opinion ... You can actually look 190cm sometimes, but it's more consistent than you see 186/187, and as short as 184 times so 186cm is fair.
Frankstein said the May 10/11Olli is more than 11 cms taller than till=182.5 Doom=183 Richard=175 Paul=171 Oliver=198 Flake=188-190 Mathew said the 9/May/11Oliver is at least 11 cm taller than Till, it's pretty huge. If Oliver was really only 193 cm Until it would be 182 max, Doom 181 - 182, Flake 185 - 186, Paul 166 - 167 etc, but I don't see them that
short. Roman said on May 9/11 that it's 7/May/11 that it's 6.05ft by the way someone knows the height of OOMPH's dero goi!? and the height of the singer Der Graf of Unheilig? Braun has already responded below about Dero Elis says that the 21/March/11 Dero is not so tall, it is described as 178 cm here... Click here is the smallest of Oomph and many girls
in Germany call it short... I don't know about the other members of Oomph, they always seemed huge to me ... So krap at 195 cm I wouldn't be surprised ... And yes he said the 9/May/11Till is definitely not 190 cm! Look at some photos of Rammstein, and even photos. Until it's not very high, it's great. I wolud say that its height is about 180-185 max. That's
my opinion ... Mathew said on 9/May/11Frankstein says the 5/May/11 If Till is 193 cm OLIVER MUST BE 210, COME ON, Till is not a giant! he is a big guy and strongly above average, 6ft to 6.1 is right. Yes, a 6.4 cm Until Oliver at 6'9 give or take, Flake around 6'6, Doom about 6'4, would be almost the highest band ever assembled. A strong 6'1 is more
realistic, where Oliver is close to 6'6, Flake 6'3, Doom 6'1. braun said on 7/May/11he's 6.05ft by the way does anyone know the height of OOMPH's dero goi!? and the height of the singer Der Graf of Unheilig? Frankstein said on 7/May/11Craven, if I tried to work as a security for Rammstein, I'll definitely believe Till is no more than 183 (even if I already
believe it) Roman said the 6/May/11Photo of Oliver with a fan who is 178 cm. Click here paul photo with your click here in my opinion Paul 173, and Oliver 193 Mathew said on 5/May/11 I think anything over 190 for Till seems too high, anything but 184 seems low. I think 186/187 is a pretty safe bet. Frankstein said on 5/May/11Si Till is 193 cm OLIVER
MUST BE 210, COME ON, Till is not a giant! he is a big guy and strongly above average, 6ft to 6.1 is right. Craven said that on 4/May/11 Rammsteins' security worked on the last European tour. I'm 183 cm. We were both in boots and both at the same level as the It looks taller than it really is. It's definitely not in the 190 range. I would say 6' to Macho said the
4/May/11Tills is 191cm Kim said on May 2/May/11Till may be about 1.93 O.o Mathew said on May 1/May/11Dave says the 29/April/11 187-188 is closer I think. It is often seen 190-ish. Yes, it may seem so high. ulrike said on 1/May/11i came to the conclusion that until it's actually not 6ft more than I met a couple of weeks ago vin diesel im a solid 6ft1 I spoke
to him a bit that was 5ft 11 and he was wearing normal shoes now i have seen photos of up and vin and even looks as tall as vin may be a little higher but they like to wear boots so badly give them with boots 6ft1 Dave said on 29/Apr/11187-188 is closer I think. It is often seen 190-ish. A finger on 29/Apr/11Alexander Wesselsky (Singing
Eisbrecherd/Megaherz) is high, I think over 1.90 maybe about 1.93 Click here with two giants to compare Click Here haha bitterbeings said the 28/Apr/11Flake is in the range of 6'4. maybe 6'3 3/4 at least. Doom is 6'2 Oliver is 6'6 or 6'5 1/2 - 3/4 LEAST Till is 6'1 1/2... and not sure about the others Mathew said on 25/Apr/11Till 6'1.25 Richard 5'9.25 Doom
6'1.25 Flake 6'3 Paul 5'7.5 Oliver 6'6 ulrike said on 23/Apr/11here my opinion up: 6ft(1 Richard: 5ft9 (176) paul: 5ft7.5 (173) doom: 6ft1(185) flake 6ft3 (191) oliver 6ft 5 (196) Frankstein said the 23/Apr/110 is not 178 I think is 174 to 176. Up: 181/183 Richard: 174/176 Doom: 182/184 Flake: 188/190 Paul: 170/172 Oliver: 188/190 Paul: 170/172 Oliver: 18
8/190 Paul: 170/172 Oliver: 198/200 Roman said on 23/Apr/11I recently asked about Oomph's Dero and thank you for the answer =) Here's another question and Alexander Vesselsky from the high-rise Eisbrecher band? ulrich said on 21/Apr/11I I think his right about FS5 heights or think they are for me looks good buttt I would like to say that the member of
Rammstein likes to often wear boots which is the reason sometimes look so high olli with or with boots out looks high hes a solid 6ft 5 Frankstein said on 14/Apr/11Olli is 198 to 200+ imho FS5 said on 14/Apr/11After tons of images and videos I think Rammstein's boys are: Up: 183/186 cms Richard: 176/178 cm Doom: 184/1 87 cm Flake: 190/192 cm Paul:
171/174 cm Oliver: 195/198 cm A finger on 9/Apr/11Till: 186 cm Richard : 177 cm Doom: 186 cm Flake: 191 cm Paul : 172 cm Oliver: 198 cm Frankstein said the 5/Apr/11Till to 186 makes no sense. It may seem like this height, if you are 182 years old at least, when you wear boots. 183 maximum, but I would stay with 6',6'0,5 Mathew said the 3/April/11Flake
is 6'3, Oliver is 6'5.5 - 6'6 range. Paul is about 5'7.5. I think Till is at least as tall as Doom if not higher. Up to 186 cm makes sense. Klaus said the 1/Apr/11ok ok Till is 1.83 or 1.85 m and looked great because he wears high boots. Frankstein said on 29/Mar/11@ulrich that he would downgrade Paul to 5'7, maybe 5'7.5, upgrade scales to 6'3 and olli to 6'5 at
least, it really looks giant, I'm with the rest, maybe until you can look even 6'2 with your boots and that would be the reason why you often look as tall as Doom who doesn't wear high shoes often, especially in ulrich said the 28/Mar/110 and I don't think until it's a solid 6ft3 if you're 6ft 3 then peace should be at least 6ft that it's impossible if you look carefully at
the DU HAST video I know that until you're a little bit more of Paul so my conclusions are TILL 6FT with boots it can be a solid 6ft1.5 RICHARD 5FT 9 with shoes can be5 ft 11 PAUL 5FT 8 DOOM 6FT 1 FLAKE 6FT 2 OLLI 6FT 4 Frankstein said the 27/Mar/11Si Till is 1.90 Oliver is 2.08 Klaus said the 25/Mar/11Roman, is it ever 1.86m Until you see 1.90 m
and Richard is 1.76 m only? Klaus said on 25/Mar/11Roman, it's never 1.86m Until you see 1.90m Frankstein said the 25/Mar/11I's downgrade Flake some of my latest ads, 190 might be more accurate.. Frankstein said on 24/Mar/11@Rampage Clover: Click here to see how Until you are seen in public walking alongside Paul, a legit 186-188 type definitely
tower about a 171 (give or take 1cm) type, Until it can't be 186, it's a strong more on average, 6ft is fair.. According to this video it would also boost Oliver, he looks giant! Now I think it's 200cm ... Roman said 23/Mar/11Recent recently revised its view on Rammstein's growth. Flake 188 cm Up to 183 cm Schneider, 183-185 cm Pau 173 cm Richard-?
(because of the shoes you can't tell your height, but in full it can be the same height with Paul) Oliver 195-196 cm Click here The bottom line, I've shown how people will look 178 cm tall (I saw a photo of fans Height 178 cm with Oliver), compared to Flake. Rampage(-_-_-)Clover said the 23/Mar/11Can look 6ft4-5 in those boots I think personally 186cm is a bit
low... 6ft2 (188cm) is closer Frankstein said on 21/Mar/11Roman says on 19/March/11 Up to 186cm Schneider 185-186cm Flake 1 88- 190 cm Paul 174-175 cm (it is at eye level Up) Richard 176 cm Oliver 196 cm ------------------------1) Richard has Paul at least 4 cm And Richard himself may very well be 175 2) Even and Schneider are very often towered by
Oliver that can't be just 10 cms taller 3) There's surely a lot more difference between Flake and Till (and Schneider) So my announcement they are: Up to 181-182 cm (you can look 185-6 with your industrial boots) Schneider 182-183 (you often see hair taller than Till and very rarely a shorter hair , perhaps because of his shoes) Flake 192-193 (easily 8-9 cm
taller than Till and Schneider and often wears flat shoes , even in concerts) Paul 170-171 cm (always looks short or at least short in each crowd, and a 175-year-old wouldn't, at all) Richard 175 (more is hard otherwise he would have looked at least as tall as Till on stage during 1998-2003 concerts where he used to wear mansonish high platform shoes of
almost 10cm and never looked as tall as Till that on stage he could reach 185+ with his boots) Oliver 198 (often Till towers, Richard, Paul and Schneider and still noticeably higher than Flake) Elis the 21 /Mar/11Dero is not so high, it is described as 178 cm here ... Click here is the smallest of Oomph and many girls in Germany call it short... I don't know
anything about the Oomph members, they always seemed huge to me ... So krap at 195 cm I wouldn't be surprised ... Roman said on 20/Mar/11 I think it would be appropriate here if he did. Kak thinks of the musicians of the Oophagus of growth? Seen on the Internet dero 187 cm, 183 cm Flux and Krap 195 cm. Roman said 19/Mar/11Till 186 cm Schneider
185-186 cm Flake 188- 190 cm Paul 174-175 cm (it is eye level Up) Richard 188 - 190 cm Paul 174-175 cm (it's eye level Up) Richard 176 cm Oliver 196 cm ulrich said on 16/March/11yes Frankstein that I never thought you're right I always thought that Richard was almost a solid 5ft 10 but now I realise he looks a little shorter and of course Paul is very short
Mathew said on 14/March/11I you can see Up: 186 cm Richard: 176 cm cm Doom: 185 cm Flake: 190 cm - 191 cm Peace: 171 - 172 cm Oliver: 197 - 198 cm Frankstein said on 14/Mar/11yes ulrich , but I would downgrade Richard to 5'9 and Paul to 5'7 , looks very short in each crowd and never average. If Richard was 5'10 he would have looked as tall as
Till on stage in '97...2004 tours as he used to wear those big Manson-style platform shoes that looked at least 10 cms high, but Richard never looked as tall as Till on stage. Ulrich said on 13/Mar/11 to me his heights are: Up: 6ft with boots that can be 6ft 2 Richard: 5ft 10 Doom: 6ft 1 Flake:6ft 3 Paul: 5ft 8 Olli: 6ft 5 Frankstein said on 11/Mar/11Thank you
Elis, Vin is 5'10 to 5'11 to MUCH more and Until you look 1 inch taller and Dave Gahan, let's say 5'9 is above till's eye level so he's standing less than 4 inches shorter than up, maybe 3 and we have until ad 6'1, consider that Till is in costume on stage (fans can recognize this shirt) so with very thick boots that can very well give you ulterior advantage by
making it from 6' to 6' 05 Korn is my favorite band said the 11/Mar/11I just meant that Vin Diesel looks like a girl when compared to Till Londemann. If Vin is 5'11.5 that means Till is over 6'1. Elis said the 11/Mar/11 I'll never come back without some *presents* One for Frankstein: Click here and another for Mathew: Click here The problem here is that no one
really knows about Dave Gahan's height. I think under 5-10, the most likely is 5/9. It is considered as 5-8, also ... Mathew said the 9/Mar/11Rampage(-_-_-)Clover says the 9/Mar/11 Can look at anything from 60 to 63 OK, Jonathan Davis is similar to him in that regard. Clover said the 9/Mar/11Can look at anything from 60 to 63 Frankstein said on 8/Mar/11
It's very complicated: sometimes Christoph looks a lot taller than Till, sometimes it's the opposite. Also Till looks different with two celebs listed at the same height, sometimes Flake looks much taller than Till, sometimes just a little. Maybe we can only choose which photo is the most reliable considering the camera angle, posture and distance of the camera
and I think the that one has all of them at 100%.. Alberto said the 8/Mar/11He is complicated because it has strange proportions. It is very robust with a huge head and jaw that makes shorter. John Cena has the same problem. Wise height, you see about 6'1 at least. Maria said the 8/Mar/11Es looks about 3 inches taller than Korn's 5'11 Munky. Until he's a
pure man. Mathew said on 7/Mar/11Till alongside 5'6 list Simone Simmons: Click here Mathew said the 7/Mar/11@ Frankstein, you're right, two of these photos I sent were rubbish. The first of you are pre-concert photos has a tilt though, down to the right. But if you want to claim less than that for Doom, it's shorter than till. I think they're a fairer representation
of the band's heights. Click here Click here second you can see that everyone has the exact same account, so no one try to claim lifts or something stupid like this, this is false. Dave said the 7/Mar/116'2 out of bed Frankstein said the 7/Mar/11Lol Elis, this place about the elboots overload, is much more than 10 cms for someone! Mathew these photos are
useless, the first is only from neck to toe, the second is still a professional photo and even richarr looks taller than the flake that is absolute joke, they are at a different ground level and at a different distance from the camera, the pre-concert photo I posted is perfect, they are all standing at the same distance from the camera and Till has higher boots (each fan
knows his LIFAD tour boots). Also the photo with Andrew Fletcher and Martin Gore shows that Till can't even be 6'1. These are my ads: Oliver Riedel: 6'6 (198cm) Christian Flake Lorenz: 6'3 (190cm) Christoph Doom Schneider: 6'0,5 or 6'1 (183cm))Up Lindemann: 6' (181cm) Richard Kruspe: 5'9 (175cm) (and often wears big platform shoes) Paul Landers:
5'7 (170cm) give or take 1cm each
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